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Abstract—In this paper, a novel object contour tracking
framework integrating independent multi-feature fusion object
rough location and region-based temporal differencing model is
proposed. In our model, the object rough location tracking is
realized by color histogram and Harris corner features fusion
method in particle filter framework. Thus it can achieve more
robust tracking performance in many challenge scenes. And this
particle filter framework is based on our previous CamShift
guided particle filter [7]. With the rough object location, efficient
region-based temporal differencing model is adopted for object
contour detection, then this method is faster and more effective
compared to active contour models or conventional global
temporal differencing models. Moreover, exact contour tracking
result can be used to guide the particle propagation of next frame,
to enable more efficient particle redistributions and reducing
particle degeneration. Experimental results demonstrate that this
proposed method is simple but effective in object location and
contour tracking.
Keywords-object tracking; contour tracking; multi-feature
fusion; particle filter; harris corner; region-based temporal
differencing

I.

INTRODUCTION

Interested object tracking in video sequences has always
been a very important problem in several research and
application fields, such as behavior understanding, video
compression, robotics, surveillance, and so on. Tracking
accuracy, multi-object tracking, occlusion and disocclusion
adaptation are still challenge issues about object tracking [1]. In
object tracking, the key task is how to associate object accurate
location over continuous frames through different methods. But
most methods simplify this task to represent the tracked objects
with rectangles or ellipses [5][6][7]. In contrast, exact object
contours are represented instead of the rough locations,
especially for non-rigid targets [8]. And this exact object
location representation is much more useful for further
behavior analysis like abnormity detection.
Particle filter is a popular optimal Bayesian algorithm for
nonlinear and non-Gaussian object tracking and it obtains the
most likely posterior estimation based on sequential Monte

Carlo framework. Due to its multiple hypothesis property and
its good tracking result, we can apply this method to any statespace model to estimate the trajectory of an target in video
sequences effectively [2][3]. Following the early work of Isard
[2], a variety of extended particle filter frameworks have been
proposed for object tracking tasks [4][5][6]. Reference [7] is
our previous work, a CamShift guided particle filter
(CAMSGPF). In CAMSGPF, we enhance conventional particle
filter algorithm by integrating mean shift algorithm to guide
particle propagation to improve the tracking accuracy in
illumination changing and severe object deforming scenes.
In recent years, object tracking methods based on a variety
of object detection per frame in a video sequence have been
proposed. And foreground extraction and background
extraction are two main categories. In background modeling
category, one of the most widely used approaches is the
Gaussian mixtures models (GMM) [9]. However, the Gaussian
assumption for every pixel intensity distribution is not always
satisfied in dynamic scenes and GMM may fail in many scenes.
In [10][11], a local binary pattern (LBP) algorithm and its
extended model are proposed for object detection. However,
LBP algorithm is not so efficient since its sensitivity to noise
and long histograms, then it can not realize real-time detection
since its high computational load. At the same time, temporal
differencing method (TDM) [12][13] computes the difference
between adjacent two or more frames in a sequence to obtain
the moving regions as a foreground extraction model. TDM is
suitable for real-time object detection because of its fast
computation. However, global TDM is easy to detect false
object and cause the ghost in dynamic background scenes for
background noise or illumination changing.
The particle filter method and background models are
always depending on the pixel or region statistic features. And
they will be sensitive to illumination, other objects interference,
or target deformation. So the boundary-based object tracking
models, mostly based on active contour models (ACMs), are
widely adopted in vision application. ACMs or snake model
was first proposed by Kass et al. [14] for target contour
detection. This method utilized an energy minimizing function
to a deformable contour so as to approach the true target

boundaries. ACMs can be broadly classified into the parametric
models and geometric models according to their representation
and implementation difference. Parametric model based on
region segmentation [15] iteratively searches its new position
in current frame to reach object boundaries by minimizing the
energy function. However, this model has heavy sensitivity to
initial contour settings and will be confused the real objects
with similar color regions. Geometric models [16][17] are
superior to parametric models since they can automatically
handle the topological changes of the propagating curve. These
geometric models are motivated by a curve evolution approach,
and the deformation is implemented using a level set method
[18]. The main advantage of ACMs is that it can detect the
deformable object contours accurately. However, they require
initial contour settings and need a very long computational time
to achieve the energy convergence.
In general, the selected features, that can efficiently
distinguish the objects of interest from the background,
determine the performance of tracking methods. Regular
features like color, motion, texture, and frame difference are
modeled by kinds of tracking algorithms [6][7][8]. Recent
approaches combine different features for robust object
tracking [19] or select the most discriminative features from
candidates online [20].
In this paper, we propose a new object contour tracking
model framework to integrating independent multi-feature
fusion object rough location and region-based temporal
differencing model. Our work has three major contributions: 1)
the object rough location tracking is realized by color
histogram and Harris corner features [23] fusion method in
particle filter framework. Thus it can achieve more robust
tracking performance in many challenge scenes like
illumination changes, transformation, short time occlusion; 2)
region-based temporal differencing model (RTDM) is adopted
in our object contour detection step, and this effective region is
the rough location tracking result. Thus, this model is simpler
and faster compared to snake or level set method. In
additionally, it has more efficient computing region than
conventional global TDM, and it can tolerate complex
background or similar color objects to get more robust object
contour; 3) contour tracking result, that is exact object
boundary location, can be used to guide the current particles’
propagation, which enables more effective redistributions of
particles towards locations associated with high probability and
reduces the particle degeneration possibility. In this case, our
new particle filter framework just uses a very small number of
particles (N=20 is used).
This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives general
description of the algorithm framework. Section III describes
the proposed algorithm scheme in detail. And Section IV
shows the experimental results. Conclusions are presented in
Section V.
II.

GENERAL FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION

The proposed object contour tracking general framework
can be divided into two procedures, i.e. the object tracking
initial procedure and the exact contour-guided multi-feature
fusion object contour tracking procedure as show in Fig. 1.

In initial procedure, we obtain the object rough location
with a rectangle manually as a reference template. Based on
this rough location, the state vectors initialization of particles is
finished, and we can acquire the reference color histogram.
Similarly, the object boundary in rough location is computed
by Canny operator [21] for Harris corner extraction [23] to
form reference Harris corner feature vector. Next, object initial
contour is used to guide particle propagation in current frame.
Independent color and Harris corner features are integrated by
Bayesian filters to produce a detailed representation of the
object of interest. When this object rough region is obtained,
the model applies the RTDM to candidate location to get exact
contour of this tracked object.

Video sequence
input

Object tracking
initial procedure
for reference color
and corner
templates
Contour-guided
multi-feature fusion
particle filter
contour tracking
procedure
Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed general algorithm framework.

III.

THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM PROCEDURES

These two procedures about object location initialization
and object contour tracking are described in detail as follows.
A. Object Contour Initial Algorithm Procedure
Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the object contour initial
procedure. First, the initial frame is captured and we define the
tracked interested object with a rectangle manually. Then, we
begin to initialize the particle filter state vector based on our
previous CAMSGPF framework [7] in that rectangle area.
1) State vectors of particles initialization: The candidate is
modeled by a state vector as in (1). And we define the
rectangle centered at coordinate ( xc , yc ) with width w and
height h as the initial rough location. Equation (2) and (3)
show the nonlinear state transition model f and observation
model E . Then xk presents the object state and zk presents the
object observation at time k , with n and θ denoting process
and observation noise. The posterior density function
p ( x k z1: k ) is approximated by a set of N samples (particles)
N
with weights { xki , wki } . Given the posterior density function
i =1

p ( xk −1 z1:k −1 ) , under the first order Markov assumption,
regressive Bayesian theory is optimal.

x = ( xc , yc , w, h )

(1)

xk = f k ( xk −1 , nk −1 )

(2)

zk = Ek ( xk ,θ k )

(3)

T

obtain Harris corner feature, and that is insensitive to
illumination changing, rotation or zoom operation. Generally,
Harris operator is realized by calculating each pixel’s gradient
and judge the absolute gradient values in two directions. Harris
corner detection algorithm is defined as follows:
⎡ g2
M = G (σ ) ⊗ ⎢ x
⎣⎢ g x g y

gx g y ⎤
⎥
g 2 y ⎦⎥

R = det( M ) − k ⋅ Tr 2 ( M ), 0.04 ≤ k ≤ 0.06 .

σ

(6)
(7)

Where G (σ ) is a Gaussian function with deviation
; g x and g y is the first derivatives of pixel

( x, y ) . det( M ) means the determinant of matrix M, and
Tr denotes the trace of matrix M. And R is the corner strength
function at one pixel. If the strength is above a particular
threshold, then a Harris corner is found. The Harris corner is
presented as Fig. 3(f).

Figure 2. Block diagram of othe object initial algorithm procedure.

In particle filter framework, each sample is weighted in
terms of the observation with probability computing formula
(4). In this method, the proposal importance sampling
distribution function q ( xki x0:i k −1 , zk ) is substituted by prior

distribution p ( xki x0:i k −1 ) . And the likelihood distribution is

presented as (5). Here D[] is Bhattacharyya similarity metric
[24] to compare reference template h0 and candidate template
h[ xk ] .

(

) (

) (

wki ∝ [ p zk xki p xki x0:i k −1 ] / q xki x0:i k −1 , zk

(

)

p zk xki ∝ exp(−λ D 2 ⎡⎣ h0 , h ( xki ) ⎤⎦ )

)

(4)
(5)

2) Harris corner computing: First, we utilize a temporal
differencing [13] between the adjacent two frames to obtain the
subtracted result as Fig.3 (c) shown. However, the differencing
boundary is not accurate enough. To solve this problem, we
adopt Canny edge detector for current frame, and apply a logic
AND operation with differencing boundary image to obtain the
final motion contour image as Fig. 3(d)(e).
In order to reduce the computational cost for measuring
continued contours, we choose a set of Harris feature points to
represent the object contour that can keep significant object
contour information. Harris corner detector [23] is applied to

Figure 3. Object tracking initial procedure: (a) and (b) are adjacent frames;
(c) result of temporal differencing model; (d) result of Canny edge detection;
(e) result of AND logic operation; (f) result of Harris corner detection.

B. Object Contoure Tracking Algorithm Procedure
1) Partilce propagation: When we obtain the initial
reference color histogram template and reference Harris corner
set, the system begins to getting into the object contour
tracking algorithm procedure as Fig. 5 shown. First, the
dynamic state transition model is defined as (8). This
propagation mechanism satisfied to a standard 2nd order
autoregressive process is an efficient particles’ evolution.

xˆk = xk −1 +

1 n
∑ xk −l − xk −(l +1) + nk
n l =1

(8)

2) Color weight estimation: After particle propagation, we
can get N candidate particle samples. In our previous work
CAMSGPF, we employ Bhattacharyya distance and
Bhattacharyya coefficient [24] to present the similarity
measurement between one candidate and the reference color
template as in (9) shown, where pref and qcan are two histograms.
From this similarity measurement, we can use (10) to define
the color weight of this candidate. And σ is the variance
determined empirically.

N

d color = 1 − ∑ pref ( y io )qcan ( y ti )

(9)

i =1

j
2
weightcolor
= (1/ 2π σ ) exp(− d color
/ 2σ 2 )

(10)

3) Harris corner weight estimation: For every object
candidate, we must compare the similarity bewteen candidate
Harris corner set and reference Harris corner set. In this
procedure, we use similarity Hausdorff distance [22] to
represent this distance between two point sets. The Harris
corners are changing their positions and number, and
simularity Hausdorff distance does not need to establish the
point-to-point relationships. To two finite point sets,
A={ a1 , a2 ,..., an } and B{ b1 , b2 ,..., bn }, the Hausdorff distance
is defined with (11) , (12) and (13) [22]. Where d ( A, B) is the
Hausdorff distance between set A and set B, and h( A, B ) is the
distance from set A to B. • defines the Euclidean norm
between two corner set,
d ( A, B) = max[h( A, B ), h( B, A)]
(11)
h( A, B ) = max min ai − b j

(12)

h( B, A) = max min bi − a j

(13)

a∈ A

b∈B

b∈B

a∈ A

Simultaneously, we can define the Harris corner weight of
the candidate from the similarity measurement based on
Hausdorff distance as (14) shown comparing to color weight.
weight

j
contour

= (1 / 2π σ ) exp(− d

2
contour

/ 2σ )
2

weightt j = α weightt j ( color ) + β weightt j ( contour )

(14)
(15)

4) Object rough region estimation: From (15), we can
obtain the feature weight of this current candidate. α and
β mean constant factors. This multi-feature fusion scheme
combines color and corner feature with different effective
feature similarity measurements, and it achieves object
location that can be tolerant to illumination and object
deformation. Through weight sorting of all particles, it is easy
to get the object rough location region in sequence.
5) Region-based TDM: As Fig. 4 shown, here we apply a
region-based TDM algorithm to this rough object location to
obtain the object binary region image. And the exact object
contour can be received followed by morphology operation
and contour finder. Generally, the region size we need to
compute is much smaller than the whole image, So this fast
algorithm can really reduce the computational cost of whole
algorithm structure.

Figure 4. Region-based TDM results: (a) current frame. (b) object binary
region image. (c) object rough location and exact contour.

6) Object exact location guided particle propagation: If
the random noise in particle propagation is small, the particle
resample impoverishment will be obvious. On the contray, if
the random noise is large, it will need more particles to realize
exact state prediction [6].
(16)
nk = rk ∗ n 'k = (a ∗ wrk + b ∗ hrk ) ∗ n 'k

Figure 5. Object contour tracking algorithm procedure.

Equation (16) is the new contour scale guided particle
propagation noise model we proposed, where nk is new noise
vector, rk is exact contour scale coefficient, and n 'k meets zeromean Gaussian distribution. In this model, we define a and b
as vertical and horizontal coordinate noise coefficient
empirically, and they satisfy the definition a + b = 1
( a = 0.7 , b = 0.3 ). Then the exact contour object location trends
can be used to guide the current particles’ propagation, which
enables a more effective redistributions of particles towards
locations associated with high probability and reduce the
particle degeneration possibility. In this case, our new particle
filter framework just uses a very small number of particles
(N=20 is used) to realize exact object rough location and exact
contour tracking.
IV.

EXPERIMENTANL RESULTS

In this section, to verify the performance of this proposed
method, some common test video sequences from Toronto
University and our own datasets are used. And the
conventional particle filter (CPF) [3] and CAMSGPF [7] are
also performed for comparison.

A. Multi-feature Fusion Rough Object Location Results
Fig. 6 compares the object rough face location tracking
results presented by CPF [3], CAMSGPF [7] and our proposed
method. In this David2_WMM_xvid video sequence,
illumination on object face is changing rapidly, and object scale
is changing when David moving around the camera. We can

see that CPF will lose tracked object quickly, and CAMSPF
can not deal with illumination changing very well. While our
proposed method can tolerate object scale and illumination
changes during the whole tracking process by fusion color and
corner features.
Another advantage of our proposed multi-feature fusion
tracking strategy is the tracking robustness to the short
occlusion, i.e. our proposed model can quickly re-obtain
satisfactory tracking results even after a short whole object
occlusion as Fig. 7 shown. One can observe that CPF method
will quickly lose the tracked object when same color feature
object appears in frame 186. On the other hand, when a short
occlusion happens, CAMSGPF method can not recover the
target and turn into tracking error. But to our proposed method,
short occlusion will not result in loss of track, and it can
retarget the object exactly after occlusion.

Frame 1

Frame 45

Frame 81

Frame 120

B. Contour Tracking Results
With multi-feature fusion particle importance evaluation
scheme, we can obtain more exact rough object location than
conventional particle filter. Then, based on this rough location,
we further assess the algorithm performance on object exact
contour extraction model. In this proposed algorithm, we apply
the exact region-based temporal differencing model to extract
object contour as Section III part B described. This model is
simpler and faster compared to snake or level set method. In
additionally, it is more efficient than conventional global TDM
to get more robust object contour. Fig. 8 presents the Lu_1
video sequence tracking result. We initialize the tracking object
with a green rectangle in frame 1, and this method is capable to
get object rough location with green rectangle and exact
contour with blue connection line accurately as frame 65, frame
135, frame 228 shown. And in another experiment for Zhang_2
video sequence, the illumination is always changing and the
tracking results are presented in Fig. 9. One can observe that in
this sequence, this method can tolerate object deformation, but
the contour in face region is not very good for the severe
illumination affect to temporal differencing model.

Figure 6. David2_WMM_xvid video sequence: Blue ellipse is the object
tracking result from CPF; Green ellipse is the tracking result from
CAMSGPF; And Red ellipse is the tracking result of our proposed.
Figure 8. Object rough location and exact contour tracking in room scene for
Lu_1 video sequence.

Frame 1

Frame 186
Figure 9. Object rough location and exact contour tracking in weak
illumination scene for Zhang_2 video sequence.

V.

Frame 216

Frame 224

Figure 7. Anvar1GlobalNormal video sequence: Blue ellipse is the object
tracking result from CPF; Green ellipse is the tracking result from CAMSPF;
And Red ellipse is the tracking result of our proposed.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new object contour tracking framework is
proposed. This method combines multi-feature fusion strategy
based object rough location and exact region-based object
contour extraction for accurate and robust object contour
tracking. Specifically, in our proposed model, the object rough
location is realized by color histogram and Harris corner
features fusion method in particle filter framework. Region-

based TDM is applied for exact contour detection, which is
simpler than active contour models. And in turn, object exact
contour scale is also applied to guide new particle propagation
procedure. The experimental results demonstrate the improved
performance of this proposed model. In the future work, we are
planning to embed accurate object local motion information
into contour exact step to improve the contour edge accuracy
based on TDM. And it is also need to realize traditional active
contour model for algorithm comparison.
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